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Abstract. Ina recent paper A. Pelczynski proved the existence

of universal Schauder bases for several important families of bases.

In the present paper some new existence problems are settled. For

example, it is proved that the family of boundedly complete bases

does not have a universal member.

1. The purpose of this note is to introduce a simple tool which,

together with a deep result of A. Pelczynski [3], enables us to settle

problems concerning the existence of universal members in several

families of bases (see the definitions below). We then use similar

methods to verify a conjecture of Pelczynski. We begin with a few

definitions. A sequence {x„J of elements of a Banach space X is

called a basis if each xGA has a unique representation x= 2~Li"~i tiX,

where {/,-} are scalars. A basis {xn\ is called seminormalized [normal-

ized] if 0<inf„|[xn|| ^supn||x„|| < » [||x„||=l for all n], it is called

monotone if for any ra>l and scalars tu t2, • • • , tn || XI?,!* ttXt\\

= 11 S"-i tiXi\\. Let {x„} and {y„} be bases of the Banach spaces X

and F respectively. Then {xn| is said to be equivalent to {y„} pro-

vided that for every sequence {/,-} of scalars s"-, tjXj converges if

and only if 2~2i°~i t@i converges. It follows from the closed graph

theorem that the bases {x„| and {yn} are equivalent if and only if

the map T:X—>F defined by T(2~2î°-i <<#<) = ¿JtLi tiyi is an isomor-
phism from X onto F and therefore two mutually equivalent bases

are both seminormalized if one of them is. Assume that \xn\ is a

basis of A and that \nk\ is an increasing sequence of positive inte-

gers then the sequence \xnk\ is called a subbasis of {xn}. It is easy

to see that the subbasis \xnk\ forms a basis for the subspace it spans

in X. A subbasis {xnt\ is said to be complemented if y^T-i tnkx„k con-

verges whenever 2~Lñ-itnXn is convergent. We call a basis {xn\

unconditional if for any choice of {e,-} such that |e¿| =1, ?T-i ediXi

converges whenever 2~Lî°-1 '**< converges. It is clear that every sub-

basis of an unconditional basis is complemented.
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Let Q, be a family of bases (not necessarily in the same space).

Following [3 ] we call a basis {x„} [complementably ] universal with

respect to Ct if any member of Q, is equivalent to a [complemented]

subbasis of {x„}. A. Pelczynski proved the following

Proposition 1 (Theorem 1 of [3]). The following families of bases

contain complementably universal elements:

(a) the family of all seminormalized bases;

(b) the family of all seminormalized unconditional bases.

It is the first part of Proposition 1 which we are going to use as our

main tool.

2. Let 5 denote the set of all sequences {/„} of scalars with only

finitely many U different from 0 and let <¡>=<b(h, í¡¡, • • • ) be a real

function defined on S. We call <j> a norming function if the following

conditions are satisfied for every scalar a and any two sequences

\tn} and {sn} in 5:

4>(h, t2, • ■ ■ ) 2: 0      and     4>(0, ■ ■ ■ , 0, 1, 0, • • ■ ) = 1   for all n.

(n zeros)

(2) 4>(h, t2, ■ ■ • ) = 0    if and only if U = 0 for all i.

(3) <b(ati, at2, ■ • • ) =   \ a\ • <b(ti, t2, ■ ■ ■ ).

(4) <b(si + ti,s2 + t2,---)S 4>(sh s2, ■ • ■ ) + 4>(h, t2,--- ).

<t>(h, h, • ■ ■ , t», 0, 0, • • • ) S <t>(h, t2,---, tn, ln+i, 0, 0, • • • )

for all ».

Lemma 1. Let \xn\ be a normalized basis of a Banach space X, let

4>=(j>(ti t2   ■ • ■) be a norming function and put

$({*»}) = sup <p(su s2, • • • ,5„, 0, 0, • • • )
n

for any sequence   {s„}   of scalars. Let XA= { T^li tjXiEX\$(\tn\)

<» }.

Then X$ is a Banach space under the norm defined for x= ?JL% t,Xi

by |||x|||=max{||x||,*({/»})}.

Proof. It is obvious that X^, is a normed space. To prove complete-

ness, let yk= Si™ iaix» De a Cauchy sequence in X$. Then, clearly,

{yk\ is a Cauchy sequence in X and hence has a limit y= ?JL, a.x,-

in X. As is well known (see e.g. [2, p. 69 (4)]) there is an Af2rl such

that || S?= i ot&iW SMI] _>_-?=*oux¿|j for all natural » and k and every

sequence ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , an+k of scalars. Given e>0 choose k = k(e) such
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that |||y„—ys||| <M~x ■ e whenever/?, q>k. It follows that for each »

2~2 (cii—Cti)Xi
( II   °° ^

= M-ma.x<    2~2 (ai-oii)xi   , $({<*< — <*!})> a«.
v 11 <-i /

Letting q tend to » we get

(6) X) (<*i  — <*i)Xig   6      if p  >   k.

Since HI 2~l*-\(0% —«<)x,-||| ̂sup„||| 2~Lt-i(°^— «i)*i||| it follows from
(6) that HI X)i"i (ap— ai)xi\\\ ^*, which implies that y = £)<-i a,x,-
GA¿ and that |||y*—y ||| t-,»' 0. This completes the proof.

Given a normalized basis }x„} in a Banach space A, of particular

interest is the norming function <j> defined for each {tn}GS by

(7) <K'i> t2, tn, ) = sup 2~1 tiXi
i€ß

where 2 is the collection of all finite subsets of positive integers. By

Lemma 1, X$ is a Banach space. Let us denote by xn the element x„

when regarded as a member of Aif then  {xn\ is an unconditional

basis   of   A*.   Indeed,   as   is   well   known   (see   e.g.    [2,   p. 59])

a series   t),", /,x< converges unconditionally if and only if

sup
(iSS

but since

sup
iiSZ

l\X\

2Z tiXi

= sup
)i£2

<»

X *<*«
<e»

=   *({«.})

and this is a finite number whenever ¿J<-* liXiGX^, we finally get

that {x„} is an unconditional basis. Note that X$ consists of all

elements x= Zi°lit»x< of X for which the series converges uncon-

ditionally and therefore some properties of the space A¿ may show

the "extent of unconditionally" of the basis {x„} of X.

The above observations lead us to the following

Alternative Proof of Proposition 1(b). Let {x„| be a norma-

lized universal basis for the family of all seminormalized bases. (The

existence of such a basis may be assumed by Proposition 1(a).) Let

<f> be defined by (7) and consider the basis {xn\ of A¿ as above. We

have shown that {xn\ is unconditional and we now claim that it

forms a universal basis for all seminormalized unconditional bases.
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Indeed, let [yk\ be a seminormalized unconditional basis. Then, by

universality of {x„j, there is a subbasis {x„k} equivalent to {yk\.

Since || |x| || è||x|| for all xEX^,, the convergence of 52*°«i hxnk in X$

implies the convergence of _C"=i hxnic in X and hence, by equivalence,

also _>_*_i hyk converges. Conversely, if _*_*"-l^y* converges it con-

verges unconditionally and, by equivalence, ^,k=itkxnk converges

unconditionally in A". It follows that _C"_i tkxnkEX4> which implies

the convergence of T2"= i tkxnk in X^. We have shown that there is a

subbasis \xnk\ of [xn\ which is equivalent to {yk\ and thus the

universality of \xn] is proved.

A norming function <j> is called subsequence homogeneous if, for any

{tn}ES, 4>(h, t2, • • ■ )=<b(si, s2, • • • ) for every sequence {5n}G5

having the same number, k say, of nonzero terms such that for each

1 ̂  i S k the ith nonzero term of {5„} is equal to the ith nonzero term

of {in}. The following result independently observed by Pelczynski

shows the existence of universal members in several families of bases:

Proposition 2. Let <b be a subsequence homogeneous norming func-

tion and let (£4, denote the family of all seminormalized bases {yk} such

that the convergence of 5-*°-i 4y* implies that

*({<„}) = sup<*>(<i, h, ■ ■ ■ ,ln, 0, 0, • • • )  < 00.
n

Then 0,$ contains a normalized universal member.

Proof. Let {xn} be a normalized basis (in some space X) which

is universal with respect to the family of all seminormalized bases.

Construct the space X¿ as in Lemma 1 and denote by xn the element

x„ when regarded as a member of X^,, then, as is easy to see, 11| xn | |j =1

and {xn\EQ<p- Let \zk\EQ-<t, and let {x„k} be a subbasis of {x„}

(in X) equivalent to {zk\. If 5.^-1^2* converges then $({tk})< 00

and, because <b is subsequence homogeneous, ¿jT-i lkXnkEX^, and

therefore _t_*_i***n* converges in X$. Conversely, if ¿Jt_i tkxni con-

verges in X$ then 52jT=i tkxnk converges in X (note that |||x||| ^||x||

for all xEX¿) and, by equivalence, 5_™_i¿*z* is convergent. It

follows that {zk\ is equivalent to {xnk\ in X4, and this proves the

universality of the basis {xn} of A$.

Remark 1. In a private communication A. Pelczynski remarked

that by using Proposition 1(a), Proposition 2 and duality one can

prove the existence of a universal member in the family ß^ of all

bases \yn} such that /.oiiVi converges whenever <$( \an} ) < 00.

3. A basis {x„} of a Banach space X is called shrinking if the

biorthogonal functional   {x*}   (defined  by x*(x*) = 5„,*) span the
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dual space A*. It is called boundedly complete if /,£.. tkxk converges

whenever sup„|| X!^=1 4x^|| < »■ A. Pelczynski proves [3, Theorem

4] that there is no shrinking basis universal for the family of all

shrinking bases. It is conjectured in [3, p. 267] that a similar result

holds for boundedly complete bases. Before verifying this conjecture

we need the following

Lemma 2. Let \xn\ be a basis of a Banach space X and define (p by

(7). Construct the space X$ as before and denote by xk the element xk

when regarded as an element of X^. Then \xn\ is a boundedly complete

basis of X$ if any one of the following conditions is satisfied :

(a) {x„} is a boundedly complete basis of X.

(b) A is isomorphic to a dual space Y*.

(c) X is weakly sequentially complete.

(d) X does not have a subspace isomorphic to Co ( = the space of all

sequences X= {X„| of scalars converging to 0 with ||X|| =maxB|X„|).

Proof. We first note that any one of the first three conditions im-

plies (d). Indeed (a)=>(b) by [2, p. 67, Theorem l,and p. 70, Lemma 2].

(b)=>(d) because by fl, Theorem 4] Co cannot be isomorphic to a

subspace of a separable dual space. (c)=>(d) because c0 is not weakly

sequentially complete. Now assume that (d) holds. If {xn} is not a

boundedly complete basis of A¿ then by the proof of Theorem 2 of

p. 74 of [2] there is a sequence of blocks

PW-I

Zk=     2~2    ßixh k =  1, 2, •  • • ,

such that \pk} is an increasing sequence of positive integers

¡nf*||z*|| = 8>0and {s*} is a basis (for its span) equivalent to the unit

vectors of c0. It follows from the definition of the norm ¡|| • ||| that

for each k there is a subset ßkG {pk + l, pk + 2, • ■ • , pk+i} such that

II 2ZíSkí|3¡x¡¡| 5:8/2. We claim that the elements uk = ¿J<e»t ß&i,
k = í, 2, ■ ■ ■ , form a basis (for the subspace they span in A) which

is equivalent to the unit vector basis of Co. Proving this claim which

obviously contradicts (d) we will establish the assertion of Lemma 2.

It is well known and easy to show that any sequence of blocks

(like Uk) with respect to a given basis of a Banach space A forms a

basis for the subspace it spans in X. It is also clear that in view of

the inequality inf* ||ma-|| 5jS/2 the convergence of 2~lî-iaiui m X

implies that a, i_>00> 0. To prove the converse, let a,- {_,my 0. Then

¿Jill otiZi converges in X$ (because of the equivalence of \zk} to the

unit vector basis of c0). It follows from the definition of the norm
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|| • HI that for any xGXt |||x ||| =ï||x|| and also that ||| 52;e„ 7¿x¿|||
= III 2J«'e(i7i^¿||| for any juOGS and every 52ie>* yiXiEX^,. There-
fore for any m<n,

52 «¡2,- Z«;       S   ßßi
j-Pi+i

52 «i (   52 ßßi) 52 «¿mí

and hence 52¡^i a¿M¿ converges in X. This concludes the proof of

Lemma 2.

Let X and F be Banach spaces and 1 úpú ». Then A"©PF de-

notes the space of all pairs (x, y) wherexGA", yG Y, with norm

Il(*,y)|| = (IMIP + IHIP)1/P  Hl£p< •,
= max{||x||,||y||}       if ¿ = oo.

Following [3], given a countable family {A"a}„eyi of Banach spaces

we denote by (P«eA Xa)2 the space of all functions x = x(a) on ^4

with x(a)EXa for every aGi such that ||x|| = (52°e¿ ||x(a)||2)1/2

< 00. Let Wi denote the first uncountable ordinal and, as in [3], con-

struct by transfinite induction a family of spaces Xa for all ordinals

a<ui as follows: Xo = h, Xa=Xß@2li if a=ß + l and Xa = (Pß<aXß)2

if a is a limit. It is easy to prove that, for each a <coi, Xa is a reflexive

Banach space having a normalized unconditional basis {ua,k}k=1

which is both shrinking and boundedly complete (see e.g. [2 p. 71]).

Moreover, for each a<a>i the biorthogonal functionals {u*^\k=1 of

\ua,k}k^i form a basis for X* sharing the same properties. In [3]

Pelczyñski is using the following result of Szlenk [4 ].

Let F be a Banach space which contains for each a<ui a subs pace

isomorphic to Xa. Then F is not separable.

This result enables us to prove Pelczyñski's  conjecture namely

Theorem. The following families of bases do not contain a universal

member:

(a) The family of all seminormalized boundedly complete bases ;

(b) The family of all seminormalized bases of spaces isomorphic to

dual spaces;

(c) The family of all seminormalized bases of weakly sequentially

complete spaces;

(d) The family of all seminormalized bases of spaces which do not

contain a subspace isomorphic to Co.
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Proof. Suppose that a basis {zn\ (not necessarily seminormalized)

in some Banach space X is universal for one of the above mentioned

families and belongs to this family. Put x„ = z„/||z„||, then the basis

{x„} need not be universal with respect to the whole family, ß say,

under consideration however, it is universal for all unconditional

members of Q,. (This follows easily from the fact that if {y„} is an

unconditional basis and \a„} is a sequence of scalars with 0<inf|a„|

Sssup|a„| < » then {aByn} is a basis equivalent to {yB}.) Define <p

by (7) and construct the space A¿ and the unconditional basis {xn}

as in §2. We know that a series 2~lî°= i '**< converges in X$ if and only

if it converges unconditionally in X and hence for each unconditional

member {y„} of ft there is a subbasis of {xn} equivalent to {yB}. In

particular, for each a<o¡i the basis {«*,t}r«i of A* being a member

of & is equivalent to some subbasis \xn(a.k) j*°=i of \xn\. It follows

from (7) and Lemma 2 that \xn\ is a boundedly complete monotone

basis and therefore, by [2, p. 70, Lemma 2], the biorthogonal func-

tional {xn } of {xn} form an unconditional shrinking basis of the

subspace F they span in A¿ and F* is isometric to A¿. Since every

subbasis of an unconditional basis is complemented it is easy to see

that for each a<wj the subbasis \x*(aM}k„1 of [xn } is equivalent to

the basis {ua,k}k=i of Xa and hence F contains a subspace isomorphic

to A„. In view of Szlenk's result this contradicts the separability of

A¿ = F* and the Theorem is thus proved.

Remark 2. Using entirely different methods P. Wojtaszczyk [5]

has recently proved the Theorem for the family (a).
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